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Background and objectives

Goal:
To determine the long-term spatial-temporal resilience of canopy-forming kelps, in response to local and regional environmental drivers along the coastlines of the Southern Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands.
- 137 British Admiralty (BA) charts

Historical - 1850s

Costa et al., 2020

2004-2021 - maximum kelp extent
Concepts

• Resilience
• Vulnerability

Kelp Niche - Nereocystis luetkeana
Methodology: Kelp detection with high-res imagery
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Methodology: Kelp detection with high-res imagery

- Mask
  - Deep Water, Land and Soft Substrate

- Atmospheric Correction or Histogram Shift

- Band Indices (NDVI, GNDVI, Re/Y) + Stretch Input Bands

- Object Based Segmentation + Nearest Neighbor Classification

- Validation

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
Cluster analysis

- Wind Density (W/m)
- Landsat-derived Thermal Infrared SST (°C) Spring-Summer
- Fetch (m)
- Tidal Amplitude (m/s)
- Total Suspended Matter (Mg/L) Spring-Summer
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Source: Esri, HERE, Garmin, Intermap, iDerma P Corp., GEBCO, USGS, FAO, NPS, NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN, Kadaster NL, Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI, Esri (CHN), Hong Kong GO OpenStreetMap contributors, and the OGP User Community.
Kelp extent per cluster

A. Cluster 1: Medium temperature

B. Cluster 2: Lowest temperature

C. Cluster 4: Hottest temperature

Map showing kelp extent per cluster with different colors for each cluster.
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Final comments

• Similar conditions to other regions of the Pacific North American Coastline.
• Victoria to Sooke: Most resilient is the coldest cluster
• Gulf Islands: Most resilient are the warmer clusters
• KSSS: Kelp Sentinels of the Salish Sea